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ROD TRAVERS     /      EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT     /     rod_travers@renolan.com

WHO SAYS GREAT SERVICE REALLY 

MATTERS?

 Welcome to the third quarter edition of The Nolan News-
letter. In this issue my colleagues share insights on profitability, 
lean management, and member engagement among other topics 
— each of which has a customer service component. 

 Recently I was on a Friday flight from Austin to Dallas, and I decided to stand 
by for an earlier flight. Standbys are usually a hopeless cause on Fridays, but this 
time it was a delightful service experience. I’ll spare the details since we’ve all had 
or heard about great experiences flying on Southwest Airlines — the friendly staff, 
the kooky songs over the PA, the jovial atmosphere, and the simplicity.  
 These days companies perfunctorily tout their service. In fact, staying with the 
airline theme, I’m sure we can all name an airline that delivers dependable service.  
So with good service becoming more common, does great service really make a 
difference? Well, if given the choice among Southwest and another airline flying to 
the same place for the same fare, which would you choose?
 Great service is about more than just service.  It’s about attitude, fundamental 
values, and teamwork. How do some companies achieve truly great service? 

    Culture – Culture is a team effort, but it starts at the top in the form of lead-
ership by example. Define your culture by example — in the parking lot, in 
the cafeteria, in the boardroom, in good times, in tough times.  Having fun 
should be part of it.

   Empowerment – Great leaders inspire their people by freeing them to do 
the right things, not by telling them what they can’t do. On my short flight 
to Dallas, the flight attendant was running out of time to serve snacks. So he 
enlisted passengers in the airplane version of a bucket brigade.  It was fun, 
funny, and unique.  And it’s not in any handbook.

   Accountability – With opportunity comes responsibility. Great companies 
reward their people for doing a great job, and they also hold people account-
able when they aren’t meeting expectations. This balance is essential for 
delivering truly great service and maintaining team spirit.

Who says great service really matters?  Customers do!



 In the age of Affordable Care, individuals are playing a more ac-
tive role in their own health. As a result, many members are find-
ing themselves overwhelmed with complex information about 
everything from coverage and financial responsibilities to med-
ical conditions and treatment options. To make better-informed 
decisions, members are looking for guidance. This new dynamic 
puts health plans in the position of becoming trusted resources 
and advisors to their customers. And that means wise health 
plans are learning to engage their members like never before.
 Numerous studies show that consumers who are engaged 
least by their insurers represent the highest costs. In one survey 

of more than 31,000 patients, those reporting the lowest levels of engagement cost 
health plans 21% more than respondents reporting the highest engagement level.i,ii 
The good news: Studies have also shown that insurers with clear strategies and 
thoughtful tactics can improve engagement over time.iii  
 Simply put, member engagement means treating the insured like individual 
customers rather than anonymous groups employed by larger entities. It means 
communicating with members about the things that matter to them — guiding and 
empowering them to make choices that can directly affect their outcomes and qual-
ity of life. 

We Propose a Strategy
 For health plan leaders, creating meaningful connections with members takes 
strategy and planning. Any good plan will address objectives, performance metrics, 
timelines, and budgets. When it comes to member engagement, it’s also important 
to set more focused goals. The right strategy will seek to foster education, guidance, 

i  Hibbard, Judith H., Greene, Jessica, & Overton, Valerie. (2013). Patients with Lower Activation As-
sociated with Higher Costs; Delivery Systems Should Know Their Patients’ ‘Scores’.  Health Affairs, 
32(2), 216-222.  doi:10.1377/hlthaff.2012.1064

ii  Hibbard, Judith H. & Greene, Jessica. (2013). What the Evidence Shows About Patient Activation: 
Better Health Outcomes and Care Experiences; Fewer Data on Costs. Health Affairs, 32(2), 207-214. 
doi:10.1377/hlthaff.2012.1061

iii  Hibbard, Judith H., Mahoney, Eldon R., Stock, Ronald, & Tusler, Martin. (2007). Health Research and 
Educational Trust, (42(4), 1443-1463. doi:10.1111/j.1475-6773.2006.00669.x

A HEALTHY PLAN FOR MEMBER 

ENGAGEMENT
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and empowerment. It should: 
 • Identify the decision(s) you want to influence 
  –  “We want each member to choose the best benefits plan for their health 

needs and financial situation”
 • Identify opportunities to engage members
  – Benefit plan selection
 • Choose an effective channel 
  – Evaluate existing engagement channels for effectiveness
   • Marketing materials
  – Anticipate and create new channels for engagement
   • Decision wizard

 Adapting to ACA is about more than changing tactics. It requires a fundamental 
shift in the way health plans see their members. Once that happens, you’ll discover 
there are multiple decision points where your organization can connect with your 
constituents.

Rules of Engagement: the Four Stages of the Customer Life Cycle
 As a health plan administrator, you can think of the member customer life cycle 
as having four stages: Attract, Enroll, Manage, and Retain. 
 Here are some ways your organization can anticipate and respond to customer 
needs throughout the life cycle. We’ve identified some of the common decision 
points and opportunities for engagement, and then suggested a few appropriate 
channels (the means) through which payers can empower members to make more 
informed choices (the end).

ATTRACT
 Sasha Adams historically chose her insurance through her employer. In 2013 
Ms. Adams was downsized and lost her health insurance coverage. She de-
cided COBRA coverage was cost-prohibitive, so she has been uninsured for several 
months while she searches for a job. Now she is strongly considering coverage 
through the Health Insurance Exchange in her state. Sasha feels fortunate to be 
blessed with reasonably good health. However, she is concerned about a lump that 
she discovered during a recent breast self-exam. Sasha has perused the options, but 
she’s unsure about the best one. If the lump ends up being cancerous, what plan of-
fers the best coverage? Can she afford coverage even if she’s still unemployed after
several more months? Which health plan would be easiest to work with should she 
(continued)

MEMBER ENGAGEMENT MEANS COMMUNICATING WITH 
MEMBERS ABOUT THE THINGS THAT MATTER TO THEM — 

GUIDING THEM TO CHOICES THAT CAN AFFECT THEIR 
OUTCOMES AND QUALITY OF LIFE.
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need to make multiple claims about the lump? 
 In the Attract phase of the customer life cycle, a key member decision point 
involves choosing the best benefits at the right price based on individual circum-
stances. But a survey of adult healthcare decision makers insured through an 
employer revealed confusion about the basic concepts of health insurance. In the 
study, 93% indicated they understood what “maximum out-of-pocket” means. But 
when they were questioned directly about the concept, 41% of the same respon-
dents gave an incorrect answer. In fact, only 45% of the total sample correctly 
answered a comprehension question about “maximum out-of-pocket.” The findings 
were similar for the concepts of “coinsurance,” “deductible,” and “copay.”iv  In an-
other study, 60% of those most likely to use the marketplaces to purchase coverage 
said they were “not too confident” or “not at all confident” in their understanding 
of at least one health insurance concept.v  
 To make it as easy as possible for prospects to choose their coverage, health 
plans must not only arm consumers with information, but also guide them to a 
decision. 

Examples of engagement  
opportunities:

Potential channels  
(including, but not limited to):

• Benefits selection

• Choice of deductible

• Web-based training

•  A user-friendly enrollment wizard

ENROLL
 Along with her family, Natalie Cooper is a new member to a health plan. The 
demands of a 60-hour-per-week job, an active family with a busy schedule, and her 
mother’s declining health mean her stress level is at an all-time high. On top of all 
that, she makes nearly all of the health decisions for the family. She was in 
the middle of a major project during the entire open enrollment period, so she isn’t 
convinced that the plan she chose is the best option. That’s frustrating, since she 
knows she’ll have to live with the decision for another year. To make things even 
more complicated, the family’s long-time primary care physician recently retired 
— so she has made a note to herself to carve out some time to find a new family 
doctor.

iv  Loewenstein, George, Friedman, Joelle Y., McGill, Barbara, Ahmad, Sarah, Linck, Suzanne, Sinkula, 
Stacey,…Volpp, Kevin G. (2013). Consumers’ misunderstanding of health insurance.  Journal of 
Health Economics, 32, 850-862. doi:10.1016/j.jhealeco.2013.04.004

v  Blumberg, Linda J., Long, Sharon K., Kenney, Genevieve M., & Goin, Dana. (2013, December). Public 
Understanding of Basic Health Insurance Concepts on the Eve of Health Reform. Retrieved from The 
Urban Institute Health Policy Center website: http://hrms.urban.org/briefs/hrms_literacy.pdf

SINCE ACQUIRING A NEW MEMBER COSTS ABOUT FIVE TIMES 
AS MUCH AS RETAINING A CURRENT ONE, ENGAGEMENT AT 

THIS STAGE IS CRITICAL.
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 In the “Enroll” phase, your customer needs to choose a primary care physician 
and make other decisions based on their benefits package. 

Examples of engagement  
opportunities:

Potential channels  
(including, but not limited to):

•  Welcome Call: encourage PCP selection, 
address member questions, educate on 
a key point (e.g. in-network or after-
hours access)

•      PCP Selection: provide members with 
quality options customized to their 
needs

•  Decision support tool with cost and  
quality information on network PCPs

•       Customer service training to ensure  
personnel understand member benefits

•  Proactive welcome phone calls to 
educate, inform, and answer members’ 
questions

•  Customized member microsites that 
serve up personalized content based on 
member profiles

MANAGE
 Walter Middleton considers himself to be fairly smart. He’s a successful man-
ager of an engineering firm who’s highly regarded by his colleagues and res-
pected in his community. But Walter was recently diagnosed with Type II diabetes. 
He’s had several tests, doctor visits, and even a stay in the hospital. Now Walter’s 
insurance company has started sending Explanation of Benefits statements — and 
he quite frankly finds them confusing. At the same time, he’s beginning to feel 
overwhelmed about managing his diabetes. He wants to regain his health, but he’s 
not sure whether he’s doing everything right.
 During the “Manage” stage, members must act upon their knowledge and make 
decisions about preventive care, self-manage illness or chronic conditions, choose 
and purchase medications, and pay their portions of claims. 

Examples of engagement  
opportunities:

Potential channels  
(including, but not limited to):

•  Informing patients about recommended 
care

•      Helping patients choose appropriate 
medications

•  Text or other mobile messaging services

•       Web-based cost comparison tools for 
pharmaceuticals

•  Articles on cost of generics versus 
brand-name pharmaceuticals

RETAIN
 Alex Smith’s employer is currently in the open enrollment period for health in-
surance. As he reflects on the past year’s experience with his plan, Alex remembers 
being impressed with their customer service. First, the insurer helped Alex and his 
wife choose an obstetrician when the couple learned she was pregnant with their 
first baby. Through the plan, they also discovered a text messaging service that sent 
timely tips and other information for expecting parents. In fact, the service proved 
(continued)
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invaluable when Alex’s wife had some unusual symptoms. She read a text listing 
some common warning signs and decided to follow up with her specialist — who 
quickly diagnosed premature labor and ordered bed rest. What could have been a 
frightening and uncertain time was made more comfortable when a case manager 
for the plan checked in with the Smiths to answer questions and offer practical 
advice.
 Alex was grateful to have insurance that covered the costs of the high-risk 
pregnancy. Still, as he managed the family’s obligations, he had questions about 
claims and coverage. Thankfully, the plan’s customer service center addressed his 
concerns quickly and accurately — typically with just one phone call to a ded-
icated representative. 
 So, with his wife’s pregnancy at 38 weeks and a full-term delivery of their baby 
boy imminent, Alex is confident he chose the best plan and provider for his young 
family.
 In the Retain phase, a member must decide whether or not to continue with the 
health plan for another year. Since acquiring a new member costs about five times 
as much as retaining a current one, engagement at this stage is critical. What can 
the plan do to help ensure that a member will renew coverage? 

Examples of engagement  
opportunities:

Potential channels  
(including, but not limited to):

• The renewal decision • A member advisory committee

• Member satisfaction surveys

• Secret shoppers

 Perhaps the most important thing a plan can do to retain members is to engage 
them during the other three phases — where customer service can have a huge 
influence on a member’s decision to stay with the plan. In other words, a healthy 
engagement program makes retention more effective because it makes the entire 
relationship more efficient.

Choosing Channels
 How do plans decide which channels will foster the most effective engagement? 
In part, they can look to a wealth of available data on consumer habits. For exam-
ple, more than 91% of American adults own a cell phone, and more than 81% of 
cell phone users send or receive text messages. It’s obvious there’s a tremendous 
opportunity to engage members via mobile technology — where they’re already 
staying connected. This insight led Johnson & Johnson to develop Text4baby, a free 
messaging service that delivers content on prenatal care, baby health, and parent-
ing. In one of numerous analyses of Text4baby, California State University San 
Marcos and the University of California San Diego surveyed 626 unique Text4baby 
users in San Diego. Among their findings:

 •  65% reported that Text4baby helped them remember an appointment or 
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immunization
 •  74% reported that Text4baby messages alerted them to medical warning 

signs they otherwise would not have recognized
 •  67% reported talking to their doctor about a topic they read about in a 
  Text4baby messagevi 

Summing Up
 Throughout the customer life cycle, health plans should guide members to a 
deeper understanding of the healthcare system — so patients can choose the pro-
viders, services, and other resources that offer the best possible effect on outcomes. 
 It’s not about inventing channels as a reaction to customer demand. Instead, 
the most novel (and not to mention the most effective) engagement programs come 
from a careful, thoughtful response to the needs of consumers. Not coinci-
dentally, that’s also where the simplest ideas can be found — innovation for the 
sake of innovation can mean wasted effort. Sometimes a tried-and-true solution is 
all that’s needed.
 Think of each member as an individual. Consider their hectic lives and busy 
schedules. Think about the decisions they’re facing, and look for ways to educate, 
guide, and empower them to make better choices. Members are people. Imagine 
how you can surprise and delight them with simple, useful tools that help them 
move through the process quickly and confidently.

vi  Johnson & Johnson. Text4baby Data and Evaluation.  Retrieved from https://www.text4baby.org/
index.php/ about/data-and-evaluation

IT’S NOT ABOUT INVENTING CHANNELS IN REACTION TO 
CUSTOMER DEMAND. THE MOST EFFECTIVE ENGAGEMENT 

PROGRAMS ANTICIPATE CONSUMERS’ NEEDS.



PROJECT 
 Assess the trajectory of an insurer’s strategic project, and provide the CEO with 
critical, actionable information to assure project success.

CLIENT  
 A Fortune 500 international insurance company comprised of three business 
units: two in the United States and one in Europe. The company is recognized as a 
global market leader and has been in business for over a century.

THE CHALLENGE 
 The CEO knew his European team had been searching for and evaluating 
replacements for its outdated policy administration system for over a year. This 
delay hindered entry into new European markets which reduced profits and 
market share. He was concerned about the team’s inexperience and lack of skills 
in completing this large, complex IT project. The US business unit had recently 
completed a similar IT implementation. The CEO speculated that the enterprise 
US IT solution might also serve the European market. He needed the two divisions 
working together to complete the replacement, but it wasn’t happening.
 The CEO required an enterprise-level assessment and a clear understanding of 
the expected outcomes based on the project’s current status and course. He hired 
The Nolan Company to act as a neutral, unbiased third party. He needed the ob-
jectivity the Nolan team would bring and their deep insurance industry expertise. 
Nolan’s Expected Outcome Assessment (EOA) would provide a quick, accurate 
evaluation of obstructions and risks to the IT initiative. The assessment would 
provide a roadmap for corrective actions.  

THE SOLUTION 
 The Nolan team used the EOA methodology and the proprietary Nolan Views 
approach. This approach employs targeted analyses focusing on critical factors 
such as people, process, organization, market, culture, technology, and regulatory 
issues. The EOA methodology develops an accurate and insightful snapshot of the 
key drivers impacting a project — in this case the client’s IT project. The Nolan 
team set out to determine if the IT project aligned with the client’s business strat-
egies and market demands, and if it would readily accommodate future regulatory 
requirements.  

10

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT:

ASSURING PROJECT OUTCOMES FOR A 

FORTUNE 500 INSURER
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 The team interviewed key European team stakeholders from finance, market-
ing, operations, sales, and procurement. Those interviewed included program and 
project managers and members of the leadership team. A customized, client-
specific questionnaire was designed. Also, workshops were held with these indi-
viduals to validate the collected data. These workshops encouraged open commu-
nication, enhanced understanding, and improved teamwork among the depart-
ments. 

THE RESULTS AND BENEFITS 
 The assessment identified significant weaknesses in the overall project plan. 
The plan did not align with the company’s business plans and marketing strategy. 
It did not have the flexibility to quickly respond to changing market needs and to 
rapidly accommodate regulatory changes. The process of introducing new products 
was not clearly documented in the plan or understood by the key stakeholders.
 The Nolan Company’s Expected Outcomes Assessment approach and method-
ology delivered the following benefits:  

 •  Armed the CEO with critical information and he stopped the current  
European replacement project. This ended expending human effort and 
money on a floundering, outdated implementation.

 •   Enabled the CEO to initiate a new project — to build a viable, realistic 
business case in alignment with the organization’s business plan, marketing 
strategy, growth projections, and agility requirements. This would allow the 
company to rapidly respond to market developments and be viewed as an 
innovator.

 •   Created the structure, roles, and responsibilities for a cross-division exec-
utive team. The team was to develop and implement an enterprise-wide 
solution. This would ensure a common understanding of expectations, 
responsibilities, and accountability to avoid duplicate or unnecessary effort 
and expense. 

 Collaboration and teamwork at all levels between the business units resulted in 
increased open communication and transparency.  It fostered an understanding of 
how critical decisions impacted each area and encouraged key stakeholder con-
sensus. The business units collaborated to determine a solution that benefited the 
entire enterprise. The Nolan methodology and related artifacts became part of the 
company’s risk management approach and are used in other corporate projects.

THE EOA METHODOLOGY DEVELOPS AN ACCURATE 
AND INSIGHTFUL SNAPSHOT OF THE KEY DRIVERS 

IMPACTING A PROJECT.
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AT YOUR SERVICE: 

HOW I.T. CAN DELIVER REAL VALUE

GERALD SHIELDS     /     IT PRACTICE DIRECTOR     /     gerald_shields@renolan.com

 I had dinner with a couple of health plan CFOs recently, and 
they both voiced the same concerns about their IT spends. They 
weren’t upset over the cost, but they were confused about what 
they were getting for their money — and even unclear about 
what they should be spending on IT in the first place. 

 More and more often, I hear the same concerns from business leaders: “I don’t 
know if I’m paying too much or too little for IT,” “I just don’t understand what it 
should cost,” or “What are we getting for our IT expense?” 
 What they’re really asking is, “How do businesses define and measure the value 
and impact of IT?”  
 The 2013 McKinsey Global Survey on business and technology confirms that 
it’s a common quandary. In general, the study revealed that organizations are 
quicker than ever to acknowledge the strategic importance of IT, but they’re also 
less satisfied than ever with its “effectiveness.” Perhaps even more telling: While 
the vast majority (80%) of businesses had formal KPIs — and even SLAs — for 
measuring performance, only 50% of respondents claimed that IT was “some-
what effective” (or better) in providing value to the organization. And despite the 
apparent emphasis on efficiency, only 38% of the organizations surveyed had at 
least a “somewhat formal” definition of effectiveness. Clearly, business leaders are 
struggling to find balance — between efficiency and effectiveness, and between 
investment and return. 
 With technology affecting every facet of the insurance industry, virtually every 
part of your business depends in some way on IT. Yet while technology can em-
power an organization, it also has an opportunity cost — and that cost becomes a 
real issue when leadership can’t appreciate the value.
 The answer is simple, but not easy: IT groups must transform themselves into 
service organizations that can clearly define their capabilities, costs, and value. 

IT is in the Customer Service Business
 In many cases, IT professionals assume that an Information Technology In-
frastructure Library (ITIL) will solve the problem. While this approach can be 
worthwhile for a number of reasons, ITIL is not the right tool for explaining the 
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benefits of IT services to business units within an organization. Instead, the key to 
effective service management is thinking like a consumer. If my dinner companions 
and I, for instance, had received a bill with nothing more than a price for “meals,” 
we would probably demand more detail. At the same time, a check that itemized 
napkins, salt, and “plate usage” would be absurd. IT gets it wrong when it fails to 
anticipate the wants and needs of its customers.
 Customer service — and service management — is all about managing expec-
tations. When business units (the consumers of IT) can understand what services 
they consume and the cost to produce those services, they can better articulate 
their needs and requirements. And when IT (the service provider) can clearly com-
municate its range of services and the costs to deliver them, they can set expecta-
tions, control costs, and provide greater value. 

Stepping Up the Service Model
 Like any meaningful endeavor, this journey takes time and resources. The good 
news is that most businesses — especially service providers — have been there 
before. Your IT organization must quite simply define and communicate its value 
proposition, so their customers can make informed decisions and get the most from 
the relationship.
 What follows is a step-by-step guide to the service management process — 
along with some tips for avoiding common pitfalls.

Step One: Don’t Skip the First Step
 All too often, organizations try to implement Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 
too early in the process. The path to adoption starts with communication. Bring all 
of the organizations together. Identify the drivers and metrics that are meaningful to 
both parties. Sometimes at this stage, it makes sense to talk about budgets and even 
calculate general unit costs. But the key takeaway from this conversation should be 
a clear understanding of the services to be provided and consumed. 

Step Two: Write it Down
 During this phase, each business unit defines its service requirements and 
clarifies the metrics associated with the services to be provided. With a clear un-
derstanding of the goal and a system for measuring improvement, leadership can 
calculate quarterly costs and set appropriate benchmarks. The output from these 
discussions is a document that defines the service objectives.
(continued)

WHEN I.T. IS INTEGRATED RATHER THAN ISOLATED, 
LEADERSHIP CAN BETTER UNDERSTAND WHAT THE 

BUSINESS GETS FOR ITS INVESTMENT.
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Step Three: Care and Maintenance  
 With true performance metrics and costing levers in place — and with IT pro-
viders and their customers aligned on their roles and objectives — the 
newly-formed partnerships can focus on improving service quality, managing 
costs, and (most important) advancing the business. It is only at this point that 
meaningful SLAs can be negotiated. Then, as the company faces new challenges, 
the dialogue between IT and its customers will deepen — and prove exponentially 
more valuable.

The “Don’ts” of Service Management
 For a number of reasons, organizations can fall short in their efforts to adopt a 
service management approach. Perhaps most often, they fail to think like consum-
ers. Service management works best when viewed from the customer’s perspective 
— not through the eyes of the providers. Business units can’t buy what they don’t 
understand, and they won’t buy what they don’t need. So it’s imperative for IT to 
evaluate its offerings and make sure those products align with customer expecta-
tions. Defining and describing services is an art that takes time. Work with IT to 
articulate their value proposition. 
 Another common mistake is moving too quickly. I’ve seen businesses fail miser-
ably at getting organizations to align simply because both parties were too eager to 
jump into SLAs — so they guessed or assumed what service levels were required. 
The importance of communication and understanding at the outset can’t be 
overstated.
 One final note: The service management model works whether or not it ends in 
a “charge back” to the consuming departments. Often a charge back is the goal of 
the process rather than the eventual outcome. It’s more about improving communi-
cation and establishing clear, effective SLAs. 
 Our ever-increasing dependence on IT, paired with our ever-narrowing focus 
on cost management, means the dialog between IT and the rest of the organization 
has never been more important. When businesses adopt a service management 
approach to IT services — and when IT is integrated rather than isolated — lead-
ership can better understand what the business gets for its investment. In other 
words, once they realize the true value of IT services, companies can thrive — and 
CFOs can once again enjoy their dinners.

I’VE SEEN BUSINESSES FAIL TO ALIGN BECAUSE THE 
PARTIES WERE TOO EAGER TO JUMP INTO SLAs — SO THEY 

GUESSED OR ASSUMED WHAT SERVICE LEVELS WERE 
REQUIRED.
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DON’T TAKE LEAN TOO LIGHTLY

 Like other contemporary management models, Lean can be 
a powerful tool for affecting positive change. And like other 
theories, it has taken time for Lean to catch on — especially in 
organizations outside of manufacturing. Yet while Lean is here 
to stay, there’s still plenty of confusion about where to start; 
how to make it work; and even whether it can be effective for 
certain businesses. That hasn’t stopped some organizations from 
running headlong into Lean thinking. Companies have launched 
Lean initiatives. Banners have been printed. Emails have been 
sent. Orientation programs have been scheduled. And business 
leaders are proudly proclaiming, “We’re on our way to becoming 

a Lean Organization.”  
 The problem is that organizations aren’t taking the time to fully understand 
Lean and how it can apply to their situations. Instead, big businesses are jumping 
ahead to tactics that promise a quick fix. Perhaps even worse, many small business-
es are staying away from Lean altogether. They’re convinced it’s far too complicat-
ed and costly — so they’re missing out on the potential benefits. And frankly, many 
organizations are simply in denial about whether there’s any waste (a key Lean 
concept) to be eliminated. In any case, companies run the risk of underestimating 
the cultural shift that’s required to make Lean truly effective.  
Essentially, learning and applying Lean is much more difficult than many business 
leaders recognize — or even imagine. Going Lean is a serious commitment. The 
concepts are not intuitive. Lean must be internalized, not just understood. And, of 
course, the process must be actively managed.
 In this article, we’ll define a few basic Lean principles and share some lessons 
learned — so you can see how Lean can work in your organization.

Lean Lessons:
 1.  Waste is everywhere: Lean is brutally honest in its definition of waste (or 

“muda” in Japanese). According to Lean guidelines, there are very few activ-
ities within a service business that can’t be viewed (at least in part) as 

(continued)
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   wasteful. So upon seeing the initial assessments, many business leaders are 
shocked — and even put off. Lean is very good at showing organizations just 
how prevalent waste is. The good news is that Lean can be just as effective at 
eliminating it. 

 2.  WIP kills: The idea of “Work in Process” (WIP) may not seem relevant to 
an insurance company. But viewed through the lens of Lean, it shows up as 
waste. WIP is anything you’re working on that’s incomplete: new business 
quotes, renewals, claims, billing inquiries, agent calls, product development, 
hiring, performance reviews, or monthly reports. As an item passes through 
the organization, it gets “processed” or “touched.” Whether it’s for one min-
ute or a matter of days, the amount of time the item sits at any one point is 
critical. Each time a new person has to pick up the item, get up to speed, and 
perform the next step, there’s an incremental stoppage. And unless there’s a 
“flow,” there will be queues, bottlenecks, or “in-buckets.” These increments 
can — and do — add up. That’s the nature of WIP. 

 3.  The customer is waiting: If it takes two hours to process a new business 
quote, then why would an organization make a prospect wait 10 business 
days for it? In a world where mobile, informed, and impatient consumers 
can get three competing car insurance quotes in 15 minutes or less, 

  businesses have to get Lean.
 4.  Seeing is believing:  Make the problem visual with real numbers and other 

meaningful data. When people can see the waste and its impact on the busi-
ness, they take notice — and they can start to imagine the desired end-state.

 5.  Skip ahead:  You can get to Six Sigma Quality faster by using Lean to elimi-
nate unnecessary steps. According to Lean, there are three ways to cut waste: 
1) Reduce WIP; 2) Eliminate holding bins; and 3) Remove steps that don’t 
add measurable value. Example: If you have a 20-step quoting process, with 
each step operating at 4σ, then the yield would be 88% (.99379)20.

Five Steps to a Leaner Organization
 1.  Breathe in: Learn about Lean and Six Sigma. Internalize it. Look at the nu-

ances, and get a sense of how the principles can apply to the business. The 
essence of Lean is about streamlining to improve efficiencies. That’s why 
companies of any size can benefit from Lean thinking.

 2.  Ask questions: Define your strategic objectives for going Lean. Why make the 
investment? How will we know it’s working? Who’s doing it well? Who can 
help? Clarify the vision, and then focus on the actions. 

 3.  Design the answer: Let the concepts of Lean inform and shape a program 
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LEAN CAN BE EFFECTIVE FOR ALL KINDS OF ORGANIZATIONS. 
IT JUST TAKES DEFINING YOUR OBJECTIVES AND PLANNING 

HOW TO APPLY THE CONCEPTS.
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that reflects your organization’s unique situation and objectives. The solu-
tion lies in the problem, so choose tactics that serve the stated goals.

 4.  Commit: A Lean initiative can be deceptively simple. It is not a band-aid. 
But with the right objectives and a proper level of understanding, Lean can 
create dramatic impact for organizations that are willing to take it seriously.

  5.  Measure, manage, and repeat: Lean and Six Sigma aren’t one-time initia-
tives. The decision to go Lean requires a philosophical shift at the highest 
levels of the org chart. And then, once the plan is in place, Lean requires 
intensive maintenance to prevent old habits (and waste) from resurfacing.

 The reality is that Lean can be extremely effective for all kinds of organizations. 
It just takes defining the business objectives, and then planning how to apply the 
concepts. It’s the difference between watching an on-line tutorial and enrolling in a 
post-graduate program. A Lean master has not only memorized the theory, but also 
mastered the practice through countless and varied experiences.
 Is Lean right for your business? It is for many. But before you print the banners 
and send out the press release, take the time to fully understand the required in-
vestment — and the real potential.

THE CONCEPTS ARE NOT INTUITIVE. LEAN MUST BE 
INTERNALIZED, NOT JUST UNDERSTOOD.
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 We have yet to work with a bank or credit union client who 
has mastered the art and science of establishing clear, accurate, 
multidimensional views of cost and profitability. Most organi-
zations strive for it but never fully achieve it. Some larger banks 

have set up elaborate cost systems and approaches designed to achieve this elusive 
goal, only to struggle to keep the information current, simple enough to under-
stand, and relatively accurate. The profitability views typically desired can include 
any or all of the following:

 • By customer (account, relationship, etc.)
 • By product (loans, deposits, insurance, investment, etc.)
 •  By distribution channel (branch, small business lending, corporate banking, 

ATM, web banking, etc.)
 •  By functions or business processes (end-to-end lending, sell/open new busi-

ness, maintain/service existing business, close business, process transac-
tions, etc.)

 •  By line of business (retail banking, middle market lending, CRE lending, 
mortgage lending, information technology, etc.)

 In attempting to better understand various aspects of profitability, some banks 
invest heavily in technology, analytics, and other overhead, and they develop 
elaborate cost-accounting and allocation methodologies. It is always a balancing act 
between how much can be invested, the degree of accuracy perceived to be  
needed, and obtaining and keeping buy-in from key stakeholders. For most small 
and mid-size banks that aren’t in a position to make big investments, it is an ongo-
ing struggle, and they settle for educated guesses.   
 Nolan’s Bank Performance Study is a step toward a better grasp of bank prof-
itability at the line-of-business level and beyond. Nolan guides study participants 
on breaking down enterprise-level income and expense data horizontally across 
various lines of business and functional areas, and vertically within these areas. 
Apples-to-apples comparisons can then be made between participants across more 
than 700 resulting ratios. Funds transfer pricing methodologies can also be applied 

NOLAN BPS: A FIRST STEP TOWARD 

IMPROVED PROFITABILITY VIEWS

MIKE MEYER     /     PRINCIPAL CONSULTANT     /     mike_meyer@renolan.com
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in order to provide a more precise view by allowing for charges and credits be-
tween lines of business (for example, expense and income generated by deposits or 
other liabilities associated with a given loan type). With the inclusion of other key 
components — such as volumes, balances, and FTEs — the ratios are calculated 
and compared to the averages and benchmarks for peers. 
 Although the Nolan Bank Performance Study is no substitute for an elaborate 
cost-accounting or allocation and profitability program, it provides a new perspec-
tive and is a great starting point in striving for that ever-elusive goal of multidimen-
sional profitability views. First-time participants find that assembling the data is 
more than worth the effort because of the new insights gained into profitability and 
productivity. Repeat participants, having already created a framework for the data, 
find the ability to see year-over-year trending invaluable. We welcome your ongoing 
feedback and participation. 
 This year’s data is being tabulated now. Even if you did not submit your data for 
the study, you can still submit it now and we can provide you with a comparison 
of your results against the benchmarks. If you would like additional information on 
Nolan’s Bank Performance Study, please contact me at mike_meyer@renolan.com 
and visit our website at www.renolan.com/bank-benchmarks.
 

NOLAN’S BANK PERFORMANCE STUDY IS A STEP TOWARD A 
BETTER GRASP OF BANK PROFITABILITY AT THE  

LINE-OF-BUSINESS LEVEL AND BEYOND. 



TWO GREAT MEN WITH SIMILAR VIEWS 

ON LEADERSHIP

 In 2008 I had the honor to meet Colin Powell and introduce him 
as a keynote speaker. In preparation I read Oren Harari’s book, 
The Powell Principles. It is a no-nonsense guide to leadership. I 
am also a big fan of John Wooden, the legendary UCLA basketball 

coach, who has 11 NCAA championships to his credit. One of the first things I read 
about Wooden over 30 years ago was how he developed his well-known leadership 
pyramid. I always get inspired when I browse these books. Their advice is powerful 
but simple. Here are a few examples:

 •  Strive for balance. Take leave when you’ve earned it. Don’t clock hours for 
hours’ sake; make sure you accomplish things (Powell).

 •  When you are through learning, you are through (Wooden). Great leaders 
develop team skills and listen to others with different points of view.

 •  Fit no stereotype! (Powell). Be ready to change on a dime. Don’t rely on pack-
aged solutions. Expand your toolkit of management techniques.

 •  People don’t care how much you know until they learn how much you care 
(Wooden). Investing the time to learn about the people you lead allows you to 
connect when tough times come.

 It may seem trite to reference these apparently simple rules; but in the context 
of Powell’s 24 principles and Wooden’s 12 leadership blocks, they take on new 
meaning. It’s difficult to be a leader! It can be lonely, as Powell found after deciding 
to move on the first Gulf war. Leaders always accept responsibility and will adjust if 
things start to go wrong. When the team is behind you, they will respect your deci-
sions and help to move forward.
 Wooden says emotion is your enemy, and little things make big things happen. 
I’ve seen some great mid-level managers demonstrate excellent leadership skills 
— such as buffering emotional responses coming from the top of an organization. 
Front-line employees see it and appreciate their boss taking the brunt of the emotion 
and then strive to accomplish the goal with teamwork and loyalty within the ranks.
 Now that I’ve given you a taste, perhaps you’ll want to read more from these 
great leaders. I promise you will become a better leader and friend.

DENNIS SULLIVAN     /     CHAIRMAN AND CEO     /     dennis_sullivan@renolan.com
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Follow us:

NOLAN EVENTS

Webinar: Establishing a Payer Framework for Stratified and Successful Provider Support 

July 22, 2014  |  2:00-3:30 PM Eastern 

Nolan Practice Director, Dave Chennisi, is conducting a webinar sponsored by AHIP on the 

topic of Establishing a Payer Framework for Stratified and Successful Provider Support.  

– www.ahip.org/Webinar/Nolan-EPF/

AHIP Medicare & Medicaid Conference  | September 28-October 2, 2014 | Washington, D.C. 

Nolan is a sponsor of this year’s AHIP Medicare & Medicaid Conference in Washington D.C.  

Members of the Nolan team will be speaking at the event. 

– www.ahip.org

IASA Executive EDGE Conference | September 21-22, 2014 | Chicago, IL 

Nolan is a sponsor of this year’s IASA Executive EDGE Conference in Chicago, IL.  Members 

of the Nolan team will be onsite for the event. 

– www.iasa.org

LOMA Policyowner Service Seminar and Contact Center Workshop | September 22-23, 2014 | 

Baltimore, MD 

Nolan’s Senior Vice President, Ed Fenwick, will be speaking on the topic of Major Change 

Initiatives: Expecting the Expected.  

– www.loma.org/Events/Conferences.aspx 

Women in Insurance Leadership Forum | October 20-21, 2014 | Chicago, IL 

Nolan is pleased to be a sponsor of Insurance Networking News Women in Insurance  

Leadership Forum. 

 – http://www.insurancenetworking.com/conferences/women-in-insurance/

LIMRA Annual Conference | October 26-28, 2014 | New York, NY 

Nolan is pleased to be a sponsor of LIMRA’s 2014 Annual Conference. 

 – www.limra.com/Events/Conferences/2014/2014_LIMRA_Annual_Conference.aspx

AHIP OP/TECH Forum  | November 17-19, 2014 | Phoenix, AZ 

Nolan is a sponsor of this year’s AHIP Operations and Technology Forum.  

Members of the Nolan team will be onsite for the event. 

– www.ahip.org
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